
Oil

The Brent front month rose yesterday 0,37 USD/bbl to settle at 79,40 USD/bbl on a fifth weekly crude inventory drawdown and ongoing 
supply concerns over U.S. sanctions on Iran. U.S. crude oil stockpiles fell for a fifth straight week to 3 1/2 year lows, the EIA said on 
Wednesday. Crude inventories declined by 2,1 million barrels, compared with expectations for a decrease of 2,7 million barrels. We 
expect the oil market to continue to rise today.

Gas

Gas markets turned course once again yesterday to push higher. One of the main drivers is the change in weather conditions as fall 
approaches and temperatures are set to drop, lending support by expectations of demand picking up. Demand stemming from storage 
injections is said to remain solid as well. Gas contracts were also reacting to emissions prices, that rebounded to book some substantial 
daily gains again. The bullish mood should remain today.

Coal

European coal contracts added gains again yesterday, garnering support from a bullish move in German power which, in turn followed 
emissions trading higher again. The front year pushed to a new high at 97,75 USD/t accordingly before settling the day at 97,54 USD/t, 
up 1,91 USD/t on the day. Clean Dark Spreads remain at an elevated level, which makes it still attractive for generators to lock in profit 
margins for burning coal.

Carbon

The closing price of the Dec-18 contract was 21,47 EUR/t yesterday. The price of December delivery has rebounded and possible explana-
tion for the direction is improving clean dark spreads, even when coal prices are increasing. Another bullish signal came from the UK auction 
being cancelled due to insufficient bidding interest, so buyers had to turn to the secodary market instead. We might see some more gains, 
but it depends on the spread development which is more related to EEX price moves. Recently the ICE also raised margin requirements on 
European EUAs. This single small factor could reduce hedge funds appetite for EUAs because of increased capital intensity.

Hydro

As the current low pressure over Scandinavia is set to move north in a weakening mode, another low pressure system is approaching 
from the UK delivering rather high wind and precipitation. Next week will see further lows passing from the west so conditions are likely 
to remain unsettled. The will probably also be some influence at times from a high over Europe with a ridge towards southern parts of 
Scanidnavia. All in all it seems like this mornings forecast warrant another relaxation in the hydro balance 

Germany

Though German power contracts started a little softer into the day, those losses were recovered in the course of the trading session. 
The Cal-19 contract stood at around 53,00 EUR/MWh at close of the Nordic market at 4 p.m., but got boosted further to finish the day 
at 54,15 EUR/MWh for a last trade at the EEX. Once emissions contracts rebounded to adding gains again, fuels and German power 
contracts reacted accordingly and entered another stage of mutually pushing higher. This morning the session opens with prices mainly 
rising further.

Equities

The majority of global stock indices added gains on Wednesday. Asian markets seem a little mixed this morning, but in general the ten-
dency appears upward. This is somehow surprising as it seems that the U.S. – China tariff war looks like to be foreseeable and possibly 
escalating. The opposite direction comes from the aim of talks between North Korea and the U.S.. We expect equities to continue with a 
minor upward movement.

Conclusion

Along the whole forward price curve Nordic power contracts were finishing the session on a higher level yesterday. It appears in the market 
the uncertainty about weather developments with potentially drier conditions next week were lifting nearby contracts. Longer-dated 
contracts were coupling with the bullish move in the wider energy complex as emissions maintaining the role as main driver pushed higher. 
The front quarter gained 0,45 EUR/MWh to close at 46,35 EUR/MWh. With a closing of 37,00 EUR/MWh the YR-19 contract stood 0,60 
EUR/MWh higher than Tuesday by the end of the session. We reckon wetter precipitation forecasts will weigh on nearby prices today, while 
some futher upside for the remainder might be in store.
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